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Katie French dines out at the Olive House, Basingstoke
with her husband of three-weeks-and-three-days

ust a few days since returning from
my dream-like honeymoon, I found
myself lost in Basingstoke trying
to find a restaurant. It has been
a long first week back and it was
only Wednesday. It was starting
to drizzle. I could feel my tan fading under
every measly lick of rain while my hair was
becoming frizzier by the minute.
Not the look I was channelling for the
first after-work meal out with my husbandof-three-weeks-and-three-days. To top it off,
I was running late. Still on Antigua time,
my body clock was used to several midday
Pina Coladas followed by a little nap at two
o’clock. Instead I had begrudgingly swapped
the beach for the desk and endless emails.
If the truth be told, I was not enthused
about wandering the wet streets of
Basingstoke to try and find this restaurant.
Still new to the area, I didn’t know where I
was going and Apple Maps didn’t seem too

sure either, taking me on a whistle-stop tour
of all the car parks the town had to offer.
Antigua, this was not. In my third attempt,
I found the back of the restaurant. Success!
And when I saw the sign “The Olive House”
and I immediately lit up. The word “olive”
alone hit me with a strong wave of nostalgia
for a trip I had only just returned from.
My mood lifted as I wandered through an
archway to find my husband standing outside.
While the street was thinning, the restaurant
inside was buzzing. This was a world away
of dreary car parks and the lacklustre British
summer. The cosmopolitan atmosphere and
chatter loaned itself to a locale elsewhere.
Now we could be tucked away in the old
town of Oludeniz on the first exploratory first
night of holiday, where excitement leads you
to what becomes your favourite restaurant
of the trip. And the menu only emphasised
this. Fresh fish, homemade hummus and herb
falafel. We had been transported to mezze

heaven. It was like regular heaven, only here
the gates were made from pitta.
We over-ordered in our excitement.
Griddled halloumi served with sun dried
tomatoes. Mozzarella Caprese. Bread dipped
in olive oil washed down with a white wine
spritzer. We both conveniently forgot our
post-honeymoon pledge to “be good”.
This no longer felt like an ordinary meal
out but a throwback to the holiday we were
still coming down from. It was no longer
Wednesday night in Hampshire but Friday
night in Turkey.
Hello holidays! The attentive staff
recommended dishes and chimed in with
friendly considerations, showing a high
standard of customer service normally
reserved for luxury resorts. For mains, I
opted for the chicken shisha, which arrived
as chunks of chicken breast, barbecued and
seasoned to perfection on a delectable bed of
chopped salad.
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‘The attentive staff
recommended dishes
and chimed in with
friendly considerations,
showing a high
standard of
customer service’

My husband selected the lamb meatballs, a
dish which the owner confided had originated
from his mother’s original recipe. Neither
of us could last a further course though my
husband did go for a Turkish coffee. It came
delightfully presented in an adorable teacup
which I popped on Instagram alongside a
selection of Turkish chocolates and a glass of
water for washing away the heat.
When it came to the end of the meal,
we didn’t want to leave. But the popular
restaurant had other ideas, with a steady
stream of couples and after-work diners
taking every empty spot. Clearly this postholiday-pick-me-up of a restaurant was sorely
in demand – and needed – by others. We
are happy to share, so long as we can find a
table to come back again for a little piece of
midweek sunshine. L
theolivehouse.uk
01256 330362
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